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INTRODUCTION & BASIS
In line with the industry-wide push for transparency, we began releasing quarterly payment data in
May, 2018. Our quarterly report includes data on payments OAREX has received from companies
across the digital media & advertising eco-system, including: ad networks and exchanges, Supply
Side Platforms (SSPs), Demand Side Platforms (DSPs), media buyers and ad agencies (all what we
refer to as "debtors" in this report). See the full list on page 14 for Q4 debtor data.

Factors Analyzed in this Report: Timing & Amount
Across the entire eco-system, pain points from payments are felt for two main reasons: late
payments or under-payments. That is what we focus on for this quarterly report.
Timing of Payment. This inquiry asks, "How early or late does a debtor pay, relative to their stated
net-terms under which the invoice should be paid?". We call this factor the "Net Terms
Differential".
Amount of Payment. This inquiry asks, "How much did the collected amount vary from the amount
billed 30, 60 or 90 days ago?" . This inquiry takes into consideration any type of advertiser offsets
(i.e. robotic traffic, fake installs) or disputes (brand awareness, sequential liability, etc.). Given that
a missed payment could crush a digital media firm (especially if they have debt), we focus on this
metric as the 2nd core pillar to be analyzed and refer to it as the "Paid Differential".

Data from 6100+ invoices, 211 Debtors
For this report covering October through December, 2019, we analyzed 6,136 invoices, for which
we received payment from 211 different debtors. The debtor data included on Page 14 is only that
data for which we collected 6+ invoices.

How we obtain the data: first hand
We get this information first hand because we collect payments from debtors. Debtors are liable to
pay OAREX directly because we take ownership in the invoice under a Purchase & Sale Agreement
with our clients. All of the data contained in this report is obtained first hand.

Author Word of Caution on Individual Debtor Data
On page 14, we report historical payment performance for each debtor in Q4 for which we
received 6+ receipts. Some of the payment data performance we report on may not represent
that there is a true underlying credit concern. Rather, a debtor may consistently pay us late for
any number of non-credit reasons. Or a debtor may pay us early, but have underlying credit
issues. That said, please take the data with a grain of salt and read our full disclaimer at the end
of this report. Also, we further note that if you see a debtor listed on those pages, that means
they are approved or once were approved for credit internally, despite what their pay history
performance is in this or other reports.
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF Q4, 2019 DATA
Some key highlights of the Q4 report worth noting:
The Good
The amount of late payments more than 15 days late plummeted in December to
the lowest levels since February (see page 8).
The amount of debtors by percentage paying us late half the time or less
increased, which could signal firms are becoming more efficient or diligent
amount payments (see page 9).
Overall payments are stabilizing. In the last 12 months ended 12/31/2019, 72%
of all payments were within 1% Paid Differential. In Q4, that was 78%. This
means payment amounts are more in line with billed amounts (see page 12).
The Bad
Late payments have been on the rise since May, 2019, peaking at 58% of all
payments received in November, falling to almost half of all payments received in
December being late (48% - see page 4).
November was a bad month. The number of on-time payments (i.e. zero Time
Differential) fell to an all time low (3%).
Payments more than 30 days late out-number payments less than 30 days late by
2-7X (page 6).
The percentage of payments more than 30 days late jumped 17% between Q3
and Q4 (see page 7)
Overall payments are stabilizing but late payments remain extremely volatile the percentage of payments a received more than 15 days late sky-rocketed to
31%, only to plummet in December (see page 8).

February, 2020

KEY DEBTOR HIGHLIGHTS
These Debtors paid early 90% of the time or more in Q4, 2019: Apple,
Conversant, Google (App Store), Ogury, Pubmatic, Teads and Underdog Media.
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Timing of Payments

LATE PAYMENTS %, BY MONTH
Payment delays - receipts of invoices beyond the stated net terms - are endemic across the
industry, so our analysis focuses heavily on this metric. We compare this timing data across
time and debtors, identifying trends in digital media payments including late / early debtors
(see the full list of Q4 debtors on pages 14).
Chart: The percentage of all payments we received that were paid late.
Timeframe: Month-by-Month
Metric: Net Terms Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
In December, 48% of all payors paid us late beyond stated terms. Down from
the peak of 58% in November. Late payments have been on the rise since May.
Compare November's 58% late with August's 40%. A dramatic increase.
As firms prepare for Q4 busy season, it's not uncommon to see delays uptick.
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Timing of Payments

EARLY VS. LATE VS. ON-TIME
PAYMENTS, BY MONTH
Below is the same chart as above, but in direct comparison with the percentage of
payments that we received on-time or prior to stated terms, i.e. stated terms are net 60, we
collected net 59.
Chart: The percentage of all payments we received that were late, early or on-time.
Timeframe: Month-by-Month
Metric: Net Terms Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
Rule of thumb: the more green and orange you see on this chart, the better.
On-Time payments shrunk in Q4, hitting a low of 3% in November!
But notice how volatile late payments are. In an ideal world, the blue histogram
should be trending downward to the right, over time. Here it's trending up.
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Timing of Payments

DISTRIBUTION OF LATE DAYS BY
MONTH, IN 5-DAY LATE BUCKETS
Chart: This shows the distribution of late payments, in 5-day buckets (i.e. 6-10 days late).
Timeframe: Last 12 months ending 12/31/2019.
Metric: Net Terms Differential
Example: Here you can see the breakdown of the % of all payments that were late or early,
in the last 12 months

Quick Analysis & Commentary
Over the prior 12 months, 27% of all late payments were paid to us more than
30 days late beyond stated terms, up from 25% at the 12 mo. ending 9/30/19.
If payments are late, they're late by a lot. Payments that are more than 30 days
late outnumber those that aren't by 2-7x, depending on which "late bucket"
the payment falls into (except those late payments received within 5 days late).
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Timing of Payments

LATE DAYS, SHOWN IN 5-DAY
BUCKETS, ACROSS TIME
Chart: This shows the same data as the above chart, but also compares the data from the
last 12 months against the last 6 months and quarter.
Timeframe: The past 12 months, 6 months and 3 months ending 12/31/2019.
Metric: Net Terms Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
Relative to the prior 12 months ending 12/31/2019, the percentage of
payments 1-5 days late fell from 21% to 20% for Q4.
Q4 performance was worse than Q3. For the 3 months in Q3 12% of late
payments were more than 30 days late. However in Q4, that increased to 14%,
a 17% jump in one quarter (in line with our expectation that payment delays
increase during Q4).
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Timing of Payments

PAYMENTS 15+ DAYS LATE BY
MONTH
This is an important metric we focus on. The reason why is that payment delays less than 2
weeks are common, and really not indicative of any potential credit concern. However
payments consistently late beyond 15 days tell us two things. First, at the individual debtor
level, there might be some cash flow issues. Second, when viewed collectively, it gives us a
reading of industry as a whole.

Quick Analysis & Commentary
The percentage of payments paid to us more than 15 days late skyrocketed
into Q4, peaking in November at 31%!
19% of all payments in September, 2019 were more than 15 days late.
Compare that with 31% in November.
It could be that payments tend to lag as firms prepare for the busy Q4 season,
however the amount of payments more than 30 days late plummted back to
15%, the lowest level since February, 2019.
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Timing of Payments

TIMING OF PAYMENTS BY DEBTOR
With collection data on over 211 digital media & advertising debtors, we like to analyze
what percentage of them pay late, versus on time. Here is a breakdown of the most recent
12 months ending December 31st, 2019.

Quick Analysis & Commentary
In the past 12 months, the percentage of actual debtors (not invoices) that paid
us late half the time or less was 43%.
In the 12 months ended September 30th, 2019, that number was 40%.
On a single debtor basis, the amount paying late half the time or less increased
almost 8%.
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Amount of Payments

UNDERPAYMENT PERCENTAGES BY
MONTH
Another major issue with payments is that the actual collected amount almost always
varies from the stated invoice amount. Again, we call this the "Paid Differential".
Chart: This shows the percentage amount of all payments that were underpaid according to
the billed or invoiced amount.
Timeframe: Month-by-Month
Metric: Paid Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
In December 2019, 11% of all payments received were underpaid relative to
the stated amount at the time the invoice was issued. See the next chart for a
breakdown of how big of an offset occurred with each payment.
Compare with September of 2019, when 7% of all payments were underpaid.
Payment fluctuations between billed amount and collected amounts steadily
rose into Q4. This could be due to demand side partners passing on offsets
from the advertisers, though we can't know for sure. All we know is it's rising.
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Amount of Payments

DISTRIBUTION OF PAYMENT
AMOUNT BY VARIANCE
Chart: This shows the percentage amount of all payments that were underpaid according to
the billed or invoiced amount, and the distribution by the amount of the negative offset.
Timeframe: The past 12 months ending 12/31/2019.
Metric: Paid Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
As of 9/30/2019, 70% of all payments from the prior 12 months were paid plus
or minus 1% of the invoiced amount. That number increased slightly to 72%.
14% of payments were more than 1% below the invoiced amount, and 14%
were more than 1% above the invoiced amount. We believe this has to do with
advertisers simply accepting a certain level of fraud they do not dispute.
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Amount of Payments

VARIATIONS OF AMOUNTS PAID
VS. PRIOR PERIODS
Chart: This chart shows the same data as the above chart, but also compares the last 12
months of data across three timeframes.
Timeframe: The past 12, 6 and 3 months ending 12/31/2019.
Metric: Paid Differential

Quick Analysis & Commentary
In the last 12 months, 72% of payments came in +/- 1%. In the last 6 months,
76% and in Q3, 78%, up significantly from the 12 months ended 9/30/2019.
Payments are stabilizing; the variance, high or low, between the invoiced
amount and the collected amount is getting smaller and smaller, currently at all
time highs based on the data we have.
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Amount of Payments

BREAKDOWN BY DEBTOR
Chart: This provides a breakdown of debtor offsets for the prior 12 month period.
Timeframe Prior 12 months ending 12/31/2019.
Metric: Paid Differential
Number of Debtors: 211

Quick Analysis & Commentary
The metric we'd like to highlight here is the light green portion, showing debtors
that never underpaid (i.e. negatively offset the invoice when they paid it).
In the 12 months ending September 30th, 2019, the percentage of debtors that
never underpaid us (historically) was 24%.
Since September 30, covering new debtors in Q4, the number of debtors that
never underpaid us fell to 20%, a 17% decrease quarter-over-quarter.
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Appendix A - Payment Performance

BREAKDOWN BY DEBTOR
Below is a breakdown of individual debtor performance on debtors we received payments
from in Q4. We no longer include debtor performance in this quarterly study unless we
actually received 6+ payments from such debtor in the quarter being reported.
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Read This

DISCLAIMER
This study is for informational purposes only, is confidential and may not be reproduced or
transferred, in whole or in part, to any other party without the express written consent of OAREX
Capital Markets, Inc. The information contained herein does not constitute any sort of guarantee
to any person or company about the credit rating of another entity. The information contained
herein is for illustrative purposes only and our commentary is based upon certain hypothetical
assumptions and events over which we have only partial or no control. The selection of
assumptions requires the exercise of judgment and is subject to uncertainty due to the effects that
economic or other changes may have on future events. Nothing contained herein should be relied
on. Any recipient of this information must conduct and rely on its own evaluation of the
projections provided, the credit worthiness of others, trends identified, including with respect to
the uncertainty involved. No representation or warranty of any kind is or can be made with
respect to the accuracy or completeness of, and no representation or warranty should be inferred
from the information herein or the assumptions underlying it. No representation or warranty is or
can be made as to any company’s future operations or the amount of any future income that may
be realized or loss due to good or bad credit situations. The actual results achieved will vary from
herein, and variations may be material. Recipients of this information are cautioned not to place
reliance on the study. METHODOLOGY: The study is based on selected receivables purchased by
OAREX that paid during the time period in question. So as our portfolio of client and obligors
changes, so does the set of receivables that we are measuring. We do not attempt to normalize for
this, so if our portfolio is not representative of the market as a whole, then our results shown here
won’t be either. All results shown are based on the number of invoices, not the dollar amount of
the invoices. So large invoices have the same weight as small invoices, which may also bias our
results. We do our best to accurately track due dates but Demand Partners may change terms
from time to time and we can’t guarantee we always get the dates correct (if you see something
that looks incorrect, let us know). Many Demand Partners produce revenue estimates and don’t
actually finalize invoice amounts until they are paid. So under/over payment may just be based on
estimates versus actuals, not necessarily because of offsets or other reasons. We try to make sure
all our numbers are accurate, but take all of this with a grain of salt, do not rely on these numbers.
There are many reasons a company can pay late. If they are part of this report then that means
they are approved for purchase by OAREX. If you do not see them on our Approved Debtors list
(link above), that is because we don’t have data on them, or they’re a poor credit. A poor credit
means bankruptcy, tax liens, open collections accounts, or pending major lawsuits. Nothing in this
report is a credit guarantee or an offer. you hereby hold OAREX harmless for any losses you incur
in reliance on this study. For detail (including our OAREX Rating) on each debtor, please visit
https://ratings.oarex.com/.
ABOUT OAREX CAPITAL MARKETS, INC: OAREX provides fast flexible funding for digital media
and advertising companies, from publishers to agencies and every digital media firm in between.
Any disputes you'd like to make regarding data in this report can be sent to credit@oarex.com with
the subject line "Verify Data: Company Name". If you'd like to verify your information please visit
https://oarex.com/verified-payor to do a confidential disclosure of data.

